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Abstract 

This article espouses the role and importance of reading in the 21st 

century. The paper reviews the concept of reading, types of reading 

for different groups of people, devotional, therapeutic, pleasure and 

achievement reading and the inevitable role of reading which no 

other media has altered. The problems inhibiting reading in 

Nigeria such as the home factor, poverty, school, teachers, libraries, 

language and poor government policies are all discussed therein. In 

view of these suggestions are advanced on how to promote and 

sustain reading culture in Nigeria through the establishment and 

development of Libraries, reading campaigns, teaching, reading as 

a subject, partnering with other stakeholders like the Parents 

Teachers Association PTA, Nigerian Union of Teachers NUT, 

Reading Association of Nigeria and government to ensure policies 

are fully implemented according to the National Policy of 

Education NPE (1981) because reading is the foundation to 

learning and bedrock to national development. 
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Introduction 

In this age of rapid change, reading has maintained its place in the scheme 

of things. Reading is a veritable tool or skill acquired for lifelong learning. 

It is a tool to promote self development and acquisition of skills for 

sustainable development. Etim. F (2002) defines reading as the decoding 

of written symbols for meaningful communication. Webster’s Dictionary 

defines reading as the action or practice of one who reads, meaning the 

oral interpretation of written language. In other words, Reading can also 

be defined as recognizing letters and group of letters as symbols that 

stand for particular sounds; the sound forms a word that expresses 

meaning, therefore, reading is understanding of words or letters put 

together by a writer or an author to store and express his ideas. If reading 

means recognizing and understanding of people’s ideals and values put 

down in print, therefore, the type of books people read can enhance and 

transform their thoughts because people read for various reasons. 

We are in the midst of information revolution which is sweeping and 

altering all types of media, skills and the way people do things; this 

revolution is the Information and Communication technology, rather than 

alter or take the place of reading; it advanced the speedy growth of 

reading. There are many factors that influence and also impedes reading 

in the Nigerian Society. Reading though a voluntary act; is greatly 

influenced by the reader’s nature of work, interest, health, age, 

environment, vocations, the home and financial status. Research has 

shown that the society is often judged by the quality of people, quality of 

information utilization, quality of education which they have, and all of 

this can be actualized if reading is taking its proper place in the society. 

The question often asked is “Can a student achieve success without 

reading”? Can a nation achieve development without reading? The 

obvious answer is NO. Reading is one of the most crucial acts of learning 

and discovery. 

There are many types of reading for different groups of people which 

must include scholars, pupils, students, traders, business men, scientists, 
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academics, government functionaries, clergy, religious devotees and even 

the ordinary man in the streets all read for different purposes which 

includes devotional reading, recreational reading, therapeutic reading and 

achievement reading. 

 

Devotional reading: Nigerians are a very religious people. A vast 

majority of the literate population read the Bible or Koran for spiritual 

upliftment and salvation of souls. People generally read devotional books 

for spiritual purposes, breakthroughs and prosperity. The advent of 

Christianity brought literacy to West Africa, where the Converts or 

faithful’s were taught how to read and write, while the Islamic scholars 

brought the Arabic literature to the Northern Nigeria to propagate the 

Islamic religion. This type of reading is called Devotional reading. Even 

the literate, semi literate and illiterate all read the books either in 

vernacular or English language as the case may be. Devotional reading is 

on the increase in Nigeria in the 21st century. 

 

Therapeutic reading: This type of reading is associated with health 

information. Readers get information on health and health related books, 

the type of food to eat and what to avoid, literature on terminal diseases 

such as cancer, HIV/AIDS, sickle cell e.t.c. This therapeutic reading is on 

the increase because of poor healthcare facilities and prevailing cost of 

healthcare in Nigeria. Infact, there is an alarming increase of health care 

givers on social media such as Facebook, Twitter etc. and people now read 

and get prescriptions online. Ifidon (2004),asserts that therapeutic reading 

is on the increase, therefore medical literatures must be provided to 

encourage this group of readers who are basically middle aged people to 

read and help themselves. 

 

Recreational Reading: Is also known as pleasure reading. It is recreational 

because the reader is reading beyond the recommended classroom 

textbook that does not demand preparing for any examination. This group 
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of readers who have good reading culture or habits basically read to 

widen or broaden their knowledge or horizon. It is worthy of mention, 

that very few people who read for pleasure have long cultivated the habit 

in their youthful days, whereas, some adults cultivate good reading habits 

in their adulthood to reduce boredom. Research has shown that the 

percentage of Nigerians who read for pleasure is less than 10% (Adimorah 

1986). 

 

Achievement Reading: This type of reading is for personal achievement 

that is basically for utilitarian purpose. The readers are reading for self-

development or information to pass examination or to professionally 

advance the course of their career. This achievement reading is basically 

purposeful, goal oriented, restricted to the curriculum, course content or 

syllabus. Although, this reading is not broad, it enhances the readers 

career. Researches have shown that students only read classroom 

notebooks, prescribed textbooks to pass examination. This is buttressed by 

research findings of Uche and Udo-Anyanwu’s (2009) on reading habits of 

students in secondary schools in Owerri, which revealed that only 60% of 

students prefer to read classroom notebooks and prescribed text books 

while only 10% read for pleasure. This simply means that if there is no 

examination, these 60% of students will not read at all. This again 

confirms Adimorah’s (1986) earlier research on reading habits of Nigerian 

students. 

Considering the types of reading, one would advocate that reading should 

be holistic, compulsory and purposeful and reading for all purpose must 

be promoted to make the total man because those who read are leaders. 

 

Reading, the inevitable task: 

The importance of reading cannot be overemphasized; it is a purposeful 

activity for the young and old, skilled and unskilled, in all activities for 

lifelong learning or survival. It is a major gateway to information 

gathering especially in a world of vast information that has turned the 
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world to a global village where things are done differently from what it 

used to be. Reading has its place and relevance which the Information 

Communication Technology could not alter but rather enhances its 

relevance by increasing its borders. Such as e-books, e-learning, e-

messenger and e-mails in different languages and formats which the 

reader must read. 

 Reading helps to achieve the following: 

 

New Concepts: 

Reading introduces one to the latest scientific principles available, new 

theories, new breakthroughs, current affairs that will aid and eliminate 

costly errors. For example, the Organization of African Unity (OAU) has 

long been changed to African Union (AU), Lawyers read daily to update 

their knowledge on precedents, recent Judicial Judgments and Legislative 

update. Doctors equally read to be abreast of new theories, new 

technologies in the medical field to treat patients and utilize new drugs all 

other profession benefit greatly from reading and acquisition of new 

concepts, read advancement on new technology, etc. Reading therefore 

enriches ones knowledge bank and increases ones understanding of new 

perspectives of all professional benefit from reading. Bankers, scientist, 

teachers, librarians, engineers, administrators, farmers, even musicians, 

politicians and musicians. 

 

Self-Improvement: 

Reading enhances self-esteem, self-improvement and available new 

careers. It helps to restructure, re-orientate and rehabilitate one’s thoughts 

and experience therefore exposes one to new things, new ideas, new and 

distant environment, new experiences, new business opportunities and in 

all self-confidence and improvement. 
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Good Decision Making: 

Reading impacts greatly on decision making in life because it provides the 

platform and information for decision making, both for career choice, 

opportunity cost, decision making and researches amongst others. In this 

information communication technology age, ignorance is unacceptable 

because information explosion, literature explosion, different information 

transmission media, vast information network are overwhelming 

available. Therefore one must read to get information because no media 

can replace reading. 

 

Accelerated Understanding: 

Reading enhances ones understanding, and the slogan ‘The more you 

read, the more you understand” helps to improve one’s understanding of 

the task ahead. The saying that goes “show me one man who does not 

read, and I show you a dead man.” Reading is a lifelong activity for the 

young and old. It is an inevitable act because people read everything 

unanimously such as labels on food packs in the supermarket, read drugs 

leaflets and prescription, road signs, run on lines on the Televisions, News 

headlines, even those who have eye challenges like the blind still make 

effort to read using the Braille. Pupils, students and scholars all read for 

understanding, to gain ideas and develop new concepts or resolve 

confusion or problems for societal advancement. 

 

Effective Communication: 

Reading is the most significant tool for effective communication. If 

Communication is the transmission of coded information, then reading is 

the foundation to the transmission because all transmitted information 

must be read and understood to make meaningful transmission for 

effective decision making. Reading increase vocabulary, spellings, 

enhances writing skills, speech making and makes the total man. 
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Good Exposure: 

The success of any scholar, student, researcher, businessman and scientist 

depends largely on reading and gathering of necessary information 

because it hastens the success towards achievable goals by providing the 

opportunity to read past, present and even forecast for the future. 

 

Boost in Imagination and Creativity 

Reading helps to boost imagination and creativity for everyone who cares 

to read. It exposes one to a world of imaginations and possibilities. With 

information technology, reading has assumed another dimension that no 

media can rival; there are e-books and physical books to read. As you 

read, you imagine and create new ideas for purposeful living. Reading 

helps to develop the mind, because you read and assimilate other cultures, 

improve vocabulary, spellings and spoken communication. 

 

Some factors that inhibit Reading: 

Home Factor: 

The home has a great influence on the child, the environment, values, 

attitude and interest of the home influences or affects his performance in 

any task especially reading. Okwujagu, T (1993) affirms that homes 

devoid of books and newspapers often breed poor readers. Children from 

poor illiterate parents and slum environment usually have poor reading 

culture. He further asserts that the socio-economic conditions in Nigeria 

do not permit parents to give their ward the best. Research have shown 

that most  Nigeria homes are bedeviled by poor living conditions, poor 

feeding, poor school facilities, poor healthcare facilities, increasing cost of 

living, and poor electric power supply, all of these constraint on reading 

and reading habits. Uche and Udo-Anyanwu (2009) did not exclude the 

elites and asserts that most parents buy video games, computer games 

and handsets, instead of books for their wards thereby arresting the 

attention of children and killing their interest in reading. 
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Language Factor 

Language is another factor that poses a serious barrier to reading in 

Nigeria because English is a second language and Nigeria’s official 

language. It is a known fact that a good percentage of Nigerians think and 

communicate in their mother tongue and the Nigeria vernacular 

languages are obviously different from English language in terms of 

expression of thoughts which are usually abstracts. So therefore, readers 

cannot derive full advantage from foreign literature except those who are 

highly educated.  This simply means that readers may have to translate 

from abstract to concrete terms before they understand, also the stories are 

most times not related to their experience or environment. All of these 

invariably makes reading boring, confusing and uninteresting. In homes 

where parents express ideas in vernacular, even pidgin, as the case may be 

which is closely related to English language also poses another sharp 

confusion in both pronunciation and reading. Most Nigerian languages 

are not fully developed in terms of structure, vocabulary and expression 

of thoughts. There are very few literates in vernacular language. Most 

times these children are illiterate in their mother tongue language for they 

cannot read or write in vernacular. Another problem mostly encountered 

are facilitates or teaches in Nigeria Languages, because teachers are very 

few. 

 

The school and teachers 

It is in no doubt that schools and teachers play a significant role, but in 

reading, both contribute immensely to reading failure among 

pupils/students because of the methods of teaching, reading, overcrowded 

classrooms, over reliance on a single series of texts, few  or obsolete books 

in the library and the poor early childhood reading and learning. 

 

Government: 

Government poor policy implementation affects reading in all spheres. 

One wonders why the National Policy on Education is yet to be fully 
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implemented thirty-eight years after policy formulation (NPE 1981). 

Teachers are still ignorant of the importance of reading, when reading 

writing and numeracy are the main objectives of primary education in 

Nigeria. The United Nations report has it that over 5m Nigerian children 

sheltered in internally displaced camps (IDP) cannot read or write. This 

group of people are within the age bracket of 5 – 17 years. 

 

Librarians: 

In the case of Librarians, the libraries are handicapped because they are 

poorly funded. Most of the schools do not have Libraries or Librarians to 

manage the resource centers. Some of the libraries have only old 

collections, the books or resources are foreign books, broken reading 

tables or seats, dilapidated building, poor lighting, old rusty library 

infested with book worms. This makes reading impossible; It is worthy of 

mention that the 1970/80 mobile library services ware scrapped for lack of 

funds. 

 

Poverty: 

The unprecedented growth of poverty in Nigeria is alarming. Nigeria is 

still referred to as a developing country more than 50 years after 

independence. Today, the country is plagued by high rate of 

unemployment, high illiterate population of men and women, high school 

dropouts, the girl child challenges, amongst others. In this situation, how 

do you make them read? How can Government provide facilities when 

the government is not sure of its population figure? With half of the 

Nigerian population struggling to live, eat and survive, what time would 

they have to learn to read or write? Poverty is endemic in Nigeria; it 

affects both the illiterate poor and literate middle class. Can Government 

distant itself from the menace of poor reading in Nigeria? The answer is in 

the wind. 
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Health Challenges 

A healthy nation is a reading nation. Reading problems are sometimes 

associated with bad sight. A child, man or woman with terrible sight will 

not be able to read. And most of the children from poor homes are badly 

affected by poor nutrition which has multiple effect on the sight. In cases, 

where blind students come to school, they do not have the braille to 

enhance their reading. 

 

Ways to enhance reading culture: 

This article has espoused the inevitable role of reading as a veritable tool 

for development. Its inevitable nature makes all learning to depend solely 

on it. 

The home being the first school of a child, must support the child in 

his/her future endeavours. Parents must help to promote reading no 

matter how poor or rich, or their living condition by buying or giving 

books as gifts to their wards and ensures that children read classroom 

textbooks, novels, religious books, newspapers because all of these will 

make the child read. 

Teachers and lecturers should play their unique role in the society by 

designing programmes such as book clubs, book review, group 

assignment on reading, independent study, amongst learners. Enforce 

teachers mus tencourage reading competition just like the spelling bee 

competition now organised worldwide to encourage reading and 

spellings. Multiple textbooks must be listed in the reading list for learners 

and lastly, reading be taught as a subject at all levels of learning in 

schools. 

Librarians are in a unique position to promote reading, they should 

enforce use of Library time, acquire interesting fictions, DVD, Cassettes, 

good collections, organize book fairs, visits to other libraries and places of 

interest, make the library conducive for readers and expand library 

collections to make reading acceptable. Librarians must also collaborate 

with teachers to instill permanent literacy and culture of reading for life 
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by involving teachers or lecturers in library collection development so that 

relevant text are acquired, to support Green, S (1983) views that librarians 

must encourage students to form good reading habit by equipping 

libraries and making sure children get into the library and make use of 

library resources. 

 

Nigeria Library Association (NLA) is the professional body that regulates 

libraries in Nigeria. They must ensure that professional librarians are 

employed to man libraries and libraries must have suitable reading tables 

and chairs, adequate and relevant books and current ICT devices installed 

are utilized. Librarians must form book clubs, media clubs, organize book 

fairs and exhibitions, share collections, network with other libraries for the 

benefit of readers. The mobile library services are very crucial in 

promoting reading culture so that books can get to the hinterland to 

promote readership in rural communities and so on. 

 

Government and other stakeholders should help to clear up the menace, 

they should stop foot-dragging the reading issue. They should also ensure 

the objectives of primary education is achieved before secondary 

education commences, that is reading, writing and numeracy. The young 

children or learners should be caught young and enforce the policy of 

every child must read before age eight or teachers will be sanctioned for 

the child’s inability to read. Eye test be conducted for every Nigerian child 

by Government before age six and appropriate treatment if any to 

enhance reading capability.  

 

Schools and libraries should be well funded and equipped by government 

capacity building for teachers and Librarians government be made to 

reduce tariff on paper to bring down book prices, to encourage authors 

and publishers in the book trade. Government in partnership with Parents 

Teachers Association (PTA), Nigeria Union of Teachers (NUT) Academic 

Staff Union of Universities (ASUU) Nigerian publishers, Nigerian authors, 
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Reading Association of Nigeria and all other stakeholders will transform 

Nigeria to a reading nation with unrival development. 

 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, it is no gainsaying that reading is the foundation of learning 

and pillars for national growth and development. Every facet of  

education needs to be developed through adequate funding, effective 

policy implementation, capacity building and awareness creation among 

others. For personal and national development,‘ every reader must have a 

book’, ‘Every Book a Reader’, and book Fair encouraged. Reading 

campaign for self development should be carried to the nook and cranny 

of Nigeria for effective development of a total man for a civilized and 

growing society like Nigeria. 
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